LOS ANGELES, 10th OLYMPIC GAMES, 1932

318. Participation Medal. Bronze, 60mm, by J. Kilenyi. Standing athlete carrying unfurled banner of the Xth Olympiads. Rev. Two seated female figures supporting shield of the United States. EF. ($1,100)

319. IOC Award Plaque for Zack J. Farmer, General Secretary of the L.A. 1932 Games. Bronze, 39x56mm, by Ch. Pillet. Fame with trumpet, holding up laurel and oak branches, seated under tree. Rev. Quote over laurel branch, panel with “I.O.C.” Award/To Zack J. Farmer”. This IOC award plaque is not mentioned in Lennartz, Borgers and Höfers book “Olympic Victories”. EF. Rare. ($450)

320. Charles Lindbergh Medal, 1932. Goldplated bronze, 72mm, by Frederic MacMonnies. Bust half l. of aviator. Rev. The Lone Eagle surrounded by Death, Storm and Thunder. SOM issue #4. MacMonnies was awarded Second Prize in the Medals and Relief’s Section of the Art Competition for this medal. No First Prize was awarded. EF. ($350)

321. Boxing Trials for Los Angeles 1932 Olympiad. Official’s Badge, 1932. Goldplated bronze, partially blue enamel, 32x28mm, by Dieges & Clust. Victory on wheel, AAU symbol, boxer on either side. Rev. 1932 date. With tricolor ribbon and “OFFICIAL” bar. The trials (AAU National Championship) were held on request of the American Olympic Committee in San Francisco on July 20, 21, and 23. Winners represented the U.S. at the Olympic boxing events on August 9-13, 1932 in Los Angeles. EF. ($175)

322. Official Poster Design Pin. Goldplated, octagonal 25x25mm, by J. Kilenyi, made by Whitehead & Hoag. Athlete with garland announcing the Games, Olympic rings below. EF. ($125)


324. Commemorative 1932 Olympic Games Elongated 1900 Indian Head Cent. Copper, 20x30mm. Discus thrower between Olympic legend. EF. ($75)


326. Very Large Unique Handpainted Delft Plate by the Dutch Olympic Committee for Zack J. Farmer, General Secretary of the Xth Olympic Games in Los Angeles 1932. Blue and white, 40.5cm (15.9”), signed “B.B.” on back. View of Dutch countryside with canal and windmill, Dutch Royal shield below. Surrounded by presentation legend to Zack J. Farmer “by the Netherlands Olympic Committee in recognition of his great achievement”. Ornate flower border around edge. Beautiful and unique Delft plate. EF. ($2,000)

327. Olympic Discus Thrower Wall Hanging. Multicolor velvet, 62.8x81.7cm (24.7”x32.2”). Olympic discus thrower over flowers and fruits, stadium in background, Olympiad 1932 logo at lower left. Lt. discoloration on sides, sm. frayed spot at bottom, o.w. EF. Rare. ($1,250)

328. Large Welcome Visitors Banner. Multicolor linen, 182.9x137cm (72"x53.9”). Official logo with rings between welcome legend, four color staggered panels on each side. Yellow fringe at bottom. VF, browning, a few stains. ($1,250)

329. Very Large Tenth Olympiad Los Angeles 1932 Banner. Multicolor linen, 213x114.3cm (84”x45”). Olympic rings between legend, five color staggered panels on each side. Yellow fringe at bottom of center panel. VF+. ($1,250)

330. Olympic Runner Banner. Blue-white-red silk-like fabric with yellow design, 93x59.5cm, (36.6’’x23.4’’). Runner and Olympic rings between legend “Olympic Games/California 1932”. Yellow tassels at bottom. Stains, VF+. Scarce. ($400)

331. Large Xth Olympiad 1932 Los Angeles Discus Thrower Banner. Black silk with gold decor, 85.5x107.5cm (33.7”x42.3”). Golden discus thrower standing on plinth inscribed “X OLYMPIAD 1932 LOS ANGELES”, golden tassels at bottom. EF. Rare. ($1,250)


333. Long Ladies’ Silk Scarf with Olympic Rings. 22x130cm (8.7”x51.2”). Embroidered color Olympic rings and color design. EF. ($150)

334. Horseshoe-Shaped Ashtray with Indian Chief’s Head. Copper, 8.2x8.2cm (3.2’’x3.2”), 3.5cm (1.4”) high. Horseshoe inscribed “Olympic 1932 Los Angeles Calif.”, raised head of Indian Chief at left. Abt. EF. Scarce. ($225)

335. Small Commemorative Statue of a Swimmer. Goldplated brass, 60mm (2.4’’). Swimmer at pool’s edge, “Tenth Olympiad/Los Angeles – 1932” on base. Lt. wear on the goldplating, abt. EF. ($175)

336. Commemorative Discus Thrower and Olympic Games Bracelet. Silvered brass, 62mm diameter. Discus thrower within color Olympic rings, “Xth Olympiad Los Angeles 1932” on scroll at sides. Sm. enamel chips, o.w. EF. ($125)


338. Commemorative Colorful Fan. 21.3cm (8.4”), 37cm (14.6”) wide when opened. Los Angeles City Hall between California poppy flowers and Olympic legend, logo in gold on left. Abt. EF. ($150)

339. Commemorative California Orange Poppy Flower. Orange and blue paper, 15.1cm (5.9”). “Los Angeles California 1932” besides green stem. EF. ($100)
340. (Brochure) Olympic Bulletin Number 5, May 1932 (Last Issue). 16pp. illus., 27.6x40cm (10.9"x15.8"), in English, French, Spanish and German. Poster “Call to the Games” by Kileny; list of participating countries, centerfold with photos of venues and program, etc. Crease, EF. ($100)

c341. (Book) Grix, A.E. Olympic Days in Los Angeles. Berlin, 1932. 80pp. Illustrated, 21.3x29.5cm (8.4"x11.6"), in German. Interesting book on the Los Angeles Games, pre-Olympiad, and by days of the Games. Stiff color covers, VF-EF. ($125)

342. Olympic Day in the Netherlands Plaque, 1933. Goldplated bronze, 33x45mm. Nude athlete l. between Greek legend. Rev. Legend. VF-EF. Rare. ($100)


GARMISCH-PARTENKIRCHEN, 4th OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, 1936

c344. Silver Participation Medal. Silvered bronze, 60mm, by M. Joerres. Alpine summit over Olympic rings within German legend. Rev. Olympic motto over fir branches. Abt. EF, partially toned. Rare. ($3,250)

345. Participation Medal. Bronze, 60mm, by M. Joerres. Alpine summit over Olympic rings within German legend. Rev. Olympic motto over fir branches. EF. ($2,000)

346. Participant’s Badge of the Sudeten German Team in Garmisch-Partenkirchen. Red glass, partially gilt and silvered, 29x40mm. Olympic rings above “1936” and logo. “HDW” was the Winter Olympic Games Association of the Germans in Czechoslovakia’s Sudeten Area. EF. Rare. ($200)


348. Hockey Stick “Pro Olympia 1936” Pin. Goldplated, 36x9mm. Fundraising pin. EF. ($150)

349. Official Visitor’s Pin. Silvered, partially enamelled, 35mm. Official logo featuring Alpispitze mountain. EF. ($125)

c350. Commemorative Edelweiss Flower Pin. Silvered, and gilt, 33x44mm. Edelweiss over legend, color Olympic rings below. EF. ($125)

c351. Commemorative Silk Stevensgraph of the IV Olympic Winter Games 1936. Lt. yellow with blue design, 6.5x19cm (2.6"x7.5"), by Grainer Gobelin, Wuppertal. View of Garmisch between legend, Olympic rings and “IV Olympic Winter Games/1936” in German below. EF. Rare. ($250)

352. Pair of Identity Cards for Dr. Max Eckert. Olympia Identity Card. Green, 4 pages with photo, 9x14cm (3.5”x5.5”). EF. Plus Amtswalter Pass, brown, 14.5x8.8cm (5.7”x3.5”). EF, spots. Both have paper glued on back. (2 pcs.) ($300)

353. Silk Ticket. Bobsled, February 11, 1936. Multicolor silk, with inscribed brass bar, 45x62mm. Creased, abt. EF. Rare. ($275)


BERLIN, 11th OLYMPIC GAMES, 1936

356. Official Torch. Steel, 27cm high (10.5”), made by Krupp Factory, designed by Carl Diem. Route of torch run from Olympia to Berlin on shaft, legend on top. Carried during the first Olympic torch relay from Olympia, Greece to Berlin, a distance of 3075 km in 12 days. EF. lt. rubbing. Scarce. ($6,000)

357. Brown-Green Patina Participation Medal. Cast bronze, 70mm, by O. Placzek. Five athletes representing the five continents, pulling the ropes of the Olympic Bell. Rev. Olympic Bell embossed with German Eagle holding Olympic rings, within five concentric circles. EF. ($400)
358. **Participation Medal.** Cast bronze, 70mm, by O. Placzek. Five athletes representing the five continents, pulling the ropes of the Olympic Bell. Rev. Olympic Bell embossed with German Eagle holding Olympic rings, within five concentric circles. EF. ($375)

c359. **Cased Silver Olympic Auto Rally to Berlin Olympic Games Medal.** Silverplated bronze, 80mm, made by Poellath. Brandenburg Gate in Berlin over color Olympic rings, encircled by legend. EF, in original velvet and silk-lined case. Rare. ($400)

c360. **Official Olympic Star Flight to Olympiad in Berlin 1936 Badge.** Presented by Reichsport Leader von Tschammer to participants. Mother of pearl, 49x34mm. Three affixed silver airplanes flying towards color rings between Olympic legend. Mother of pearl looks like clouds. Only 54 planes completed the flight to Berlin Olympiad. EF. ($475)

361. **Pigeon Flight at Opening Ceremony Participant’s Badge.** Silvered, 25mm. Homeing pigeon over Olympic rings. Toned EF. Very scarce. ($275)

362. **Argentina Team Pin.** Gilt, white, blue and black enamel, 22x26mm. Argentina flag over Olympic rings, “Berlin 1936” below divided by bear shield. Very rare. EF. ($750)

363. **Czech Team Pin.** Silvered bronze, partially enameled in color, 35x42mm. Czech flag and lion above legend, rings below. Abt. EF. Rare. ($375)

364. **Polish Team Pin.** White metal, 15x21mm. Olympic rings above Polish eagle. Toned EF. ($100)

365. **Yugoslavian Team Pin.** Silvered bronze, 16mm. Buttonhole closure. EF. Rare. ($200)

366. **Berlin Bear Medal.** Cast bronze, 9.3cm (3.7”). High relief mural crowned city shield surrounded by German legend. “The Reich Capital Berlin on the occasion of the Olympic Games 1936” (transl.). Rev. Swastika above Olympic rings and Brandenburg Gate, 8-line German legend. EF, cased. ($400)


c368. **Pair of Olympic Rings Pins.** Green enamel, 30x13mm, rare, and color enamel, 31x15mm. EF. (2 pins). ($100)

369. **Commemorative Olympic Bell.** Silvered brass, 31x39mm. German State Eagle holding Olympic rings, “I call the youth of the world below”. Rev. “XI. Olympiade Berlin 1936” in 4 lines. Sm. chain at top. EF. ($125)

370. **Commemorative Olympic Bell.** Goldplated aluminum, 30x41mm. Olympic bell with Eagle and rings. Rev. “XI. Olympiade Berlin 1936” legend. EF, with loop and ring. ($100)

371. **Commemorative Olympic Bell.** Silvered, 20x22mm. Three-dimensional bell, flat back. Loop at top. Toned EF. ($75)

372. **Participation Medal Plus Merit Diploma.** Medal cast bronze, 70mm, by O. Placzek. Five athletes pulling ropes of the Olympic Bell. Rev. Olympic Bell within five concentric circles. EF. Plus Merit Diploma by the Organizing Committee, signed by General Secretary Diem. Crease, 2 punchholes, sm. tear at top, VF-EF. Scarce Set (2 pcs.) ($500)

373. **Kayak Gold Medal Winner’s Trophy Presented by the Bavarian State.** Marble base 19.5x12.5cm (7.7”x4.9”), 16.7cm (6.6”) high. Small size Berlin Olympic flame cauldron in blackened iron set atop marble base inscribed in black on both sides: “XI. Olympiade 1936” and Olympic rings above, and “Die Bayerische Landesregierung / Dem Olympiasieger / Ernst Krebs.” (transl. “The Bavarian State Government to the Olympic Winner Ernst Krebs”). E. Krebs won gold in Kayak Singles 10,000 Meters. A few insignificant chips on base, o.w. EF. Rare. ($4,250)
374. Bronze Sculpture of a Runner (ca. 1936). Bronze, 22.5 cm (8.9") tall with base. Runner to left with outstretched arm, on marble base. Fine to EF. ($225)

375. Olympic Hostesses Hat. Felt, 55.5 x 9.8 cm (10.9" x 3.9"). Color Olympic rings in celluloid attached on front. Worn by hostesses during the Berlin Olympic Games. Lt. brown spots, VF. Rare. ($275)

376. Commemorative Japanese 1936/1940 Olympics Scarf. Silk, multicolor design, 59.5 x 58 cm (23.4" x 22.8"). Olympic bell in center pasted on inside top. Box lt. wear, abt. EF. 29.8 x 21.8 cm (11.7" x 8.6"). Three-dimensional view of the rare. A few sm. spots. EF. ($200)

377. Blue Glass Covered Dish with Olympic Bell Top. 12.8 cm (5") wide, 5 cm (2") high. Engraved large Olympic bell between "19-36" on the Reichssportfeld Berlin with the Olympic Stadium, explanatory map pasted on inside top. Box lt. wear, abt. EF. ($350)

378. Beautiful Large Cobalt Blue Glass Beer Stein with Pewter Top. 30 cm (11.8") tall. German Reich eagle with Olympic rings engraved between 3-line legend "Deutsches Reich/XI. Olympische Spiele/Berlin 1936" ("German Reich/Olympic Games/Berlin 1936" transl. from German). EF. Rare. ($950)

379. Blue Glass Covered Dish with Olympic Bell Top. 12.8 cm (5") wide, 5 cm (2") high. Engraved large Olympic bell between "19-36" date in pearled border. Ornate sides. EF. Scarce. ($325)

380. Commemorative Olympic Winner and Flaming Torch Plate. Lt. blue porcelain, 19.5 cm (7.7") made by C/R Manufactory, Head 1. Olympic winner in raised design with olive wreath, flaming torch within Olympic rings at l., "Olympische Spiele Berlin 1936" at top. EF. Rare. ($650)

381. Commemorative Savings Bank Bell. Silvered white metal, 7.8 cm (3.1") tall. Seven different sports - soccer players, boxers, tennis player, etc. around bell, "Zur Erinnerung an die XI. Ol. Spiele Berlin 1936" around bottom. With key. Sm. paint chip, o.w. EF. Scarce. ($225)

382. Commemorative Porcelain Cup with Feet. White porcelain, partially goldplated, 10.8 cm (4.3") wide, 8.5 cm (3.4") high. Crowned and helmeted Berlin shield, large color Olympic rings at sides. Handle, feet and edges goldplated. EF. ($200)

383. Commemorative Porcelain Vase. Multicolor handpainted design, 8.2 cm (3.2") tall. Helmeted Berlin coat of arms with mural crown and Olympic Games legend, large color Olympic rings on back. Rim at top gilt. EF. ($225)

384. Commemorative Round Porcelain Bowl with Lid. Multicolor handpainted design, 8.5 cm (3.4") wide, 4 cm (1.6") tall. Helmeted and crowned Berlin coat of arms over Olympic rings, "XI Olympische Spiele Berlin 1936" legend. EF. ($225)


386. Olympic Games - News Service Issued by the Organising Committee, Nr. 1, Dec. 21, 1933. 4 pages, 21.2 x 29.7 cm (8.4" x 11.7"), in English. Official invitations mailed on Dec. 18, 1933. (Games were awarded at the Barcelona IOC Session in 1931), map of games site, and world preparations for the Games. Lt. creases, abt. EF. ($75)

387. Official Bulletin, August 1936, Number 15. 88 pp., illustrated profusely, 25.2 x 34.9 cm (9.9" x 13.7"), in German. Opening Ceremony, 1896 marathon winner Spiridon Louis presenting olive wreath from Olympia to A. Hitler, 1932 Los Angeles Games, Polo, etc. Color cover with Berlin 1936 poster by Würbel. Abt. EF. ($125)

388. Official Torch Run Brochure in Greek Language. 28 pp. illus., 19x26 cm (7.5" x 10.2"), published by the Organising Committee. News for each country participating in the relay from Olympia to Berlin. Stiff paper covers, blind stamped image from Palazzo Colonna in Rome. EF. Scarce. ($250)


390. (Brochure) General Rules and Regulations and Programs. Published by the Organising Committee. 96 pp., 12.2 x 18.4 cm (4.8" x 7.2"), in German language. Shortened version of Rules of all events in Berlin 1936. Stain on cover, contents EF. ($175)

391. (Program) Modern Pentathlon. 31 pp., fold-out map of equestrian event on August 2, 1936, 15x20.1 cm (5.9" x 7.9"), in German language. Lists of participants by country, for all 5 events, and list of all 47 participants, with space for results. Cover creased, tear, contents abt. EF. Rare. ($200)

392. Modern Pentathlon. Official Results for Fencing Event. 2 pp., yellow, 36.8 x 33 cm (14.4" x 13"), Results by country and participant. Folded twice, VF-EF. ($75)

393. Modern Pentathlon, Event III – Shooting. Results on 2 pages for all participants, by country. Pink, 59x33 cm (23.2" x 13"). Creased, VF-EF. ($75)

394. Official Modern Pentathlon Results on August 5 after Completion of Equestrian, Fencing, Shooting and Swimming. 2 pp., green paper, 36.8 x 33 cm (14.4" x 3"), Crease, lt. browning, VF-EF. ($75)